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Small Bathroom Space  
Storage can be an issue in any room. But it is truly an issue with a small bathroom. Where do 
you store towels? What about beauty items? And where exactly are you supposed to hide 
personal items when there are no drawers? Here are some ideas to free up space in your small 
bathroom.  

Extra towel racks on the door  
No matter how small your bathroom, it has a door. How many towel racks do you have on the 
back of that door? If the answer is none, hang a few immediately. If it has one, try lining your 
door with enough racks to hang all the towels. Store any extras in a closet somewhere else in 
the house.  

“No water, no bathroom use” rule  
It’s not mandatory to apply make-up and care for hair in the bathroom. Even to dry the latter. 
Adopt the rule that if it doesn’t involve water, it doesn’t happen in the bathroom. Set up 
stations for make-up, hair and other beauty habits in other spots of the house to get makeup, 
brushes and hair tools out of the bathroom to free up space.  

Go retro  
The last century brought “Lazy Susans” to the American 
kitchen shelf and tables. Those devices are not just for spices 
and condiments anymore. They’re perfect under-the-sink 
storage areas for a cramped bathroom. Use it to organize 
everyday items like Q-tips, cotton balls and toothpaste. Then, 
spin away. This way, you don’t have to go spelunking in the 
crowded cabinet every time you need something.  

Magnet strips  
Another idea stolen from the kitchen. Check out how many metal items you have laying 
around in the bathroom. Between bobby pins, nail clippers, razors and scissors, metal 
things are probably adding to your bathroom clutter. Fix the problem by hanging a magnet 
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strip used to hold kitchen cutlery. They’re designed to hold the weight of knives, so they’ll 
definitely be able to handle your hair accessories. 

Other areas  
Be creative…and perhaps weird, like above doors, above the showerhead and even above 
the mirror. Why not? All of this space is prime real estate for storage. It won’t be a big deal 
to use a step stool for those things used once a month or more.  

I hope these tips are helpful. Please call me with any questions you 
have about this content or your real estate investment. 

Kathy  | 765-426-0227 or at Klafuse@shook.com 
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